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T hursday, F ebruary 11,1993

Tuition increase expected for‘93/‘94
• “It is absolutely possible that students can fight this tuition increase”
b y Laurle-Elalne M atrlclan
Students can expect a possi
ble 5% increase in tuition and a
dramatic loss of services for the
1993/1994 school year unless they
actively participate in a lobbying
effort designed to fight it.
The SGA has prepared thou
sands of letters waiting to be signed
by students. After the letters have
been signed, they will then be sent
to New Jersey Assemblymen and
Senators urging them to vote for
higher education and for full col
lege budgets.
If these legislators vote in

June in favor of higher education,
there will be little orno increase. A
second and third set of letters will
be sent in April and June to serve as
a reminder of how serious students
are about fighting this increase.
“These letters not only say
w e’re students interested in this
issue, but also that we’re voters
and if you don’t vote for us, we
won’t vote for you,” said SGA
President, Gouri Sadhwani.
"We are looking at a tuition
increase if students don't take an
active role against it. It depends on
how heavily students are willing to

lobby their legislators and how
heavily they lobby the administra
tion on this campus, letting them
know what they will not tolerate,"
said Sadhwani.
"It is absolutely possible
that students can fight this tuition
increase. I encourage anyone who
can to stop by the SGA office and
sign a letter.
"You should also get your
parents and any other voter to write
a letter to their legislators and do
anything else you can to campaign
against the increase," said Dean of
Students, Dr. Edward Martin.

President Reid re-opens Ratt

SGA presidents from six
New Jersey state colleges have
formed a coalition called “Coali
tion for Higher Education” to fight
the cutbacks in education budgets.
MSC heads this coalition and
Kean, William Patterson, Rowan,
Stockton State and Trenton State
comprise the remainder.
All six colleges will partici
pate in sending the form letters and
representatives from each will also
lobby the legislators in person.
If tuition does increase, the
SGA wants the money to benefit
the students.

“We are in no way backing
an increase. However if students
lobby for the college to get a full
budget, then we expect the college
administration to put students’
needs first and foremost because
the students lobbied for the money
in the first place,” said Sadhwani.
Students already consider
current tuition costs enough of a
burden.
“I can’t afford tuition now. 1
don’t think we’re given enough in
return for the money we pay now,”
said Junior Christina Sarracco.

Director o f Second
\

Careers Program retires
b y A. J . Pags

Information Booth opens for visitors
by Renee M cD onnell
In an effort to make the cam
pus “user friendly” the new Infor
mation Booth located in the main
floor lobby of College hall opened
on Mon., February 8.
The Information Booth was
designed to serve the campus com
munity and visitors to Montclair

State by providing information on
location and directions to facili
ties, service offices and college
personnel, time and days service
offices and campus services are
available, and campus programs
and activities.
“We recognized the need for

the Information Booth at this end
of the campus because many stu
dents and visitors in College Hall
wander around in and out of offic
es asking questions,” said Dr. Do
menica Desiderioscioli, Student
Development and Campus Life
Please turn to BOOTHpage 3

A luau celebration was
held on February 5 to congratu
late Dr. Alica P. Savage, 65, on
her retirement after nearly 15
years as director of the Second
Careers program.
Savage, who retired Janu
ary 31, was honored at the luau
by members of the administra
tion, faculty, and students asso
ciated with the Second Careers
program. Savage is the pro
gram’s second director and has
provided several program inno
vations such as the mini-semi
nar “Is College for Me?” (of
fered twice a semester) which
helps older students with their
decision to return to school, and
the 15 session Study Skills and
CLEP workshops designed to
help older students prepare for
the CLEP general examinations.
“So what do you want to
be when you grow up?” is Sav
age’s favorite question to ask of
her students. A second career
student herself, Savage answered
that question after leaving her
native home of Aiea, Oahu, Ha
waii at age 22, and returned to
school at age 43. After devoting
21 years to her family as a house

wife, and mother, and while
working full time at Hunter College, she attained her Bachelor’s
degree. Shortly after, Savage was
appointed director of the non
credit adult program there. Un
der her direction, the program
grew to accept enrollment from
over 2000 students each semester.
When she assumed the directorship of the Second Careers
Program at Montclair in 1978,
Savage was working on her doc
torate at Columbia University,
which she received in higher and
adult education in 1981. The pro
gram now has over 1000 alumni,
of which 65% graduated with
honors. “Students come back
with renewed enthusiasm, and
usually at their own expense, so
they do well” Savage says.
“I ’ve had a very satisfying
career working with adult students. I have touched many lives,
and they mine,” Savage said,
While she remained modest, her
students praised her and thanked
her for the assistance she provid
ed.

Please turn to SAVAGE page 3
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compiled by T.S. Lawton from The New York Times, The Herald, The Star Ledger, The Record and CNN

f r i d a y
Chance of Rain/Snow
Low: 32

One hundred and thirty two people died when an Iranian airforce jet collided with an airliner over Tehran.
The jet was flying in commemoration for Ayatollah Khomeini.
Some U.S. force movements have been made and a withdrawal from Somalia may be near. Food has been
planted in some areas but the crisis is far from over.
An earthquake hit Jamaica late last month. Damage was light on the island nation.
German police made raids on several Neo-Nazi groups and record companies around the country. Arrests
and confiscations were made.
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq was bombed over the break. Missile launchers in the no fly zone and other areas
were the cause o f the incursions.
Israel dispelled several hundred Palestinians to the no man’s land between itself and Lebanon. The issue is
on- going.

Rain/ Snow
Low: 29
High: 33

A possible correlation between brain tumors and car phones was cited recently.
Record cold of up to -60 degrees shivered Alaska early this month. Temperatures in Fair Banks have
moderated to around 0 degrees during the day.
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A gunmen in Los Angeles shot three doctors and held 2 people hostage for several hours. Witnesses say
they heard him screaming something about pain medication.
G.M. corporations sued N.B.C . for allegedly rigging car crashes with it’s truck on their show “Dateline
NBC.” The network admitted it used incendiary devices and did not disclose this when the show aired.
G.M. lost a suit for 105 million dollars to the family of one o f 300 people killed since the cars been on the
market.
President Clinton announced that he wanted to increase the weight and position of several environmental
jobs in his administration.
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Partly Sunny, Breezy
Low: 22
High: 30

Temperatures last weekend, especially Sunday morning dropped to the lowest level this season. Records
fell in some area locations. Windchills dropped to around -40 degrees.
A rookie Newark policeman started to cry recounting the bloody aftermath o f he and fellow officers firing
40 shots into a mini-van that was stolen. Two kids were killed and four wounded.
A woman who said she could not bother to sort garbage was the reason why she dumped trash on back
roads in Byran Township. The 18 year old is being charged with illegal dumping and littering.
A potential jail may be planted in Morristown or Parsippany. Political ramifications make it seem unclear
where the site will be exactly. Neither proposal is welcomed in it’s respective site. Parsippany Mayor
Frank Priore vowed to oppose it. N.I.M.B.Y.

Report any corrections to The Montclarion 893- 5169 or
drop us a memo . We are located in the Student Center
Annex, Rm. 113.
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our children and their spouses, and 1

SAVAGE, from page 1

BOOTH, frompage 1
Vice President.
Construction of the booth
cost $10,000 and was in develop
ment for two years, according to
Desiderioscioli.
The booth will be staffed by
students in the Admission Ambas
sadors Program, under the direc
tion of Jimmy Luciano, Assistant
Director of Admissions.
The Ambassadors were cho
sen because of their knowledge of
the institution and their effective
ness when interacting with the pub
lic, said Dr. Jesse Rosenblum, In
stitutional Advancem ent Vice
President.
Information Booth is not di
rectly connected to the Admissions
Office and will most likely not
have any affect on enrollment or
admission to the college, said Lu
ciano.
“It is a very positive experi

ence for me to be able to help
fellow students regarding any ques
tions or concerns they have. I was
very surprised at the number of
people that actually need informa
tion,” said Sarah Pingitore, Ad
missions Ambassador.
Although too early to assess
completely, so far all feedback
about the Information Booth has
been positive.
“Everyone who has seen or
used it says it is fantastic and very
much needed,” said Rosenblum.
Luciano summed up the
words of those in the college who
have had access to the booth, “It is
a project whose time has come.”
The booth is open Mon.
through Wed. 8:30am to 5:00pm,
Thurs. 8:30am to 7:00pm, Fri.
8:30am to 4:30pm andSat. 9:00am
to 12:00pm.

our ^ grandchildren.”
Several letters of thanks were
senttoSavagebyherstudentswhen
they learned of her retirement. Dorothy Callaghan, a student of Savage s is organizing the letters in
two albums for her. One letter by
Rita Ander said “Due to your encouragement and understanding 1
have achieved my goals. Thank
you! Thank you! Thank you!”
“She is so beloved by her
students, “Callaghan said. “She’s
a big loss.”

------------------------------ —— ------Vice President of Alpha Sigma Lambda, the national honor
society for adult students, Donna
Frederickson, claims Savage was
“instrumental” in establishing the
84 member organization. “She’s
so full of energy, and she puts it
into everything she does.”
Concerning her plans for the
future, Savage said, “It’s time for
me to relax with my husband of 45
years, get reacquainted with him,
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M onday, F ebruary 15th,
Student Center Cafeteria
R o m an tic Lunch fo r 2
p r ic e -

2/$5.oo

Formal Dining Room!

Rathskeller
"S w ee th e art Pizza"

(B rin g a Pal B u ffe t)

n

I

(P ric e - 2 fo r $6.9 5 )

College Hall
"B u y y o u r H o n ey a B un"
(2 fo r 1 on all B ak e ry Item s)

M O N T C L A IR STATE'S GREAT EVENTS SERIES PRESENTS

A m e r ic a n R e p e r t o r y
Ba l l e t C o m pa n y
PERFORMING THE COMPANY PREMIRE
OF "THE K IT C H E N T A B L E ” BY BILL CRATTY

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1993
8 :0 0 pm
STUDENT $

10 • SENIOR CITIZEN $ 17 • STANDARD $ 2 0

M ontclakSt o e
SCHOOL OF FINE & PERFORMING ARTS
MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY

8 9 3 -5 1 1 2

9 0
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SGA Tiiition
concerns
Campus Police
NEWS: are top
Report
; priority
com piled b y K elly J. Schab

b y Jennifer M adera
V.

Motor Vehicle Theft
2/3/93 Two cars were
stolen, one between 1:00 and 2pm,
and the other between 6:00 and
10pm. Both were students’ cars
that had been sitting in the lot. One
victim saw two males driving
around the lot in a silver van and
described one for a composite
sketch. It is unknown at this time
if the two males and the thefts are
connected. One vehicle was re
covered in Bloomfield on the 5th.
Criminal Mischief
2/5/93 An executive
security officer at Clove Road ob
served four males looking into cars
in lot 28. One had attempted to
break into a car but was thwarted
by the car’s alarm. The four males
then headed out onto Route 46 in a
cream colored vehicle.

2/7/93 A student re 
ported a broken headlight. The car
was parked in lot 24.

icals. One person was medically
treated and an ambulance did re
spond.

Dispute
2/5/93 It was reported
that a dispute between a female
employee and her boyfriend start
ed in Bohn and wound up in Carl
isle Road. The argument was over
custody of their child.

Fire Alarm
A pull station was acti
vated in Stone Hall at 11:47pm on
the second floor.

Stolen Property from Motor
Vehicle
2/6/93 A Pioneer ste
reo, speakers, and baseball equip
ment were stolen from a Blanton
resident’s car parked overnight in
lot 24.
Evacuation
2/6/93 A dance at the
Student Center attended by 400
people was evacuated due to an
emptied canister of airborne chem

Investigation
2/6/93 The theft o f
equipment from WMSC in March
of 1991 is under investigation.
Campus police went to interview
Bill Tuijancik after he signed off
the air. He was taken into custody
and arrested with conspiracy, pos
session of stolen property and pos
session of stolen radio equipment
from a Hackettstown radio station.
He was arraigned 2/8/93 in Clifton
Municipal Court. The investiga
tion is still ongoing and more ar
rests are expected.

'?
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The SGA announced that
they have sent a letter to Dr. Reid
concerning the tuition at MSC.
IFour major areas were covered
in the letter: tuition stabilization,
campus safety and security, aca
demic services and student sup
port services. The SGA is expect
ing a response by next week.
The legislators are making
a lobbying effort to encourage the
New Jersey Legislature to sup
port higher education funding and
to ease the financial burden of the
students. The SGA is asking for
the full state budget of $3.5 mil
lion be allotted to the college.
They are also asking that the tu
ition increase be no more than
5%.
New legislators were sworn
in and more will be sworn in next
week.

It was suggested that the
newly opened Ratt should change
their sterile atmosphere to a more
bar-like setting now that alcohol
will be served in March. It was
finally concluded that the Ratt is
a versatile room which has an
audio system that is good for pro
gramming events. Also, the lights
can be dimmed for a more Rattlike atmosphere.
Phi Beta Sigm a will be hav
ing a step show for fifteen East
Orange High School students,
This event will be their substitute
for the carnival.
In Open Forum the Multi
cultural Committee stated that
they wish to have a multi-cultural
fair during Spring Week. The
objective is to promote racial har
mony.

4

L.A.S.O.
Latin American Student Organization
nt

Salsa and Merengue
Workshops
Feb. 11 Laso office in Student Center Rm. 100
2:00 - 4:00pm
Feb. 12 Student Center Rm. 417
2:00 - 4:00pm

w$¡m

IS a Class One Organization of the S.G.A.

allet
S
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Great Events continues its season of cultural programming with yet another spectacular premiere! The spring
season blossoms with the talents, vivacity and esprit of the American Repertory B allet
On February 13 at 8 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium, the company will debut a new woik titled The Kitchen Table.
Choreographed by Bill Cratty, this domestic satire provides areveahng look at family values and generational differences.
What makes this piece so exciting is the diverse and unique blend of two music sources. These sources feature drum music
by Warren “Baby” Dodds and the music of Mexican Marimba bands! Other works include D-Construction, a lively,
athletic dance by Septime Webre, the ever popular Stars and Stripes Pas de Deux by George Balanchine and Variable
Winds, a naturalistic, free flowing work choreographed for twelve dancers by Majorie Mussman.
Formerly known as the Princeton Ballet Company, the American Repertory ballet may have changed its name, but
not its focus. The company, now a nationally acclaimed and flourishing dance organization, still performs aesthetically
strong works by American based choreographers. The dancers are equally as prolific as the repertoire. They are flowing
with evocative movements and a magnificent store of energy!
Spend an eventful evening of entertainment with a company that celebrates American dance at its best. Tickets are
S10 for students, $ 17 for senior citizens, and $20 for general admission. For more information on this show or other
performances, contact the box office at 893-5112.
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around campus...

by Raul Rivera

I think there are many issues that
are far more significant for the media to
focus on. It's just gossip that's gone too
far. Drop it already and move on.
Deena Cavallo
Fine Arts, Senior

I feel this is a bad example for
today’s society. I guess crime does
pay.
Pete Stevens
Broadcasting, Sophomore

She should be forgotten about
and left to rot like the trash she is!!
LindaMarie Furia
Retail Buying, Senior

People should not profit from the
crimes they commit, as Amy Fisher is.
But the publicity can not be stopped
because people love dirt. It is unfortu
nate that this event takes alot of media
time which can be used for more pro
ductive and meaningful news.
Jack Tinori
Political Science, Senior

n

Social
2/11 D e lta X i D e lta a n d Z eta B eta
T au rush m ixer.
2/11 A lpha O m ega is sponsoring the
Y akety Y ak cafe in C linton.
2/11 S igm a D elta P hi and D elta C hi rush
m ixer.
2/11 S igm a T au N u and A lpha Chi R ho rush
m ixer.
2/11 S pend "L adies N ight" w ith the sisters o f A IX
m eet at 9a.m . in the S tudent C enter info desk.

X

2/11 T h eta K appa C hi and D elta K appa Psi rush
m ixer. A nyone interested m eet at the Student'
C enter's revolving doors at 9a.m .
2/11 A K A party in R utgers N ew ark at 9 p.m .until.
2/12 Z B T party (see flyers).
2/1 2 T K E an d A lpha O m ega rush m ixer.
2/1 2 P arty w ith the sisters at A IX m eet at 9 a.m .
in the S tudent C enter lobby for rides.
2/13 T h eta X i and A lpha O m ega rush m ixer.
2/13 L am b d a T heta P hi in co-sponsorship w ith
L .A .S .O w ill be having a party h ere at M ontclair
S tate C ollege. A ll those w elcom e.
2 /1 6 T au K ap p a E psilon and S igm a D elta Sigm a

11,1993

U:

D elta Phi rush m ixer at the Sigm a House.
2/16 Theta K appa C hi form al rush in the
Student Center.
2/17 T au K appa E psilon is sponsoring an
indoor paint ball rush for $15. a head.

Fundraising
D elta Xi D elta w ill be having a bake sale in
M allory H all from 9-3 a.m . on 2/15.
D elta X i D elta is still selling coupon books
for only $5. G reat savings fo r all o f the local
businesses. S ee any sister.
Z B T - V alentine C ondom G ram s at the ZB T
table.
Tau K appa E psilon w ill b e sponsoring a
pizza raffle. W in 10 free pizzas w ith delivery.
Buy a ticket.
Lam bda T heta A lpha w ill be having a bake
sale on Feb. 17 from 4-7 p.m . in B lanton Hall.
A lpha Iota C hi w ill be sponsoring "Rent a
Sister" at the A IX table.
A IX is holding a bagel sale every T uesday
in Partridge Hall.
Phi Sigm a Sigm a is selling coursages and
boutaniers for cotillion. O rder now . See any sister
at the Phi Sig table.
A X P is having a V alentine's Day sale sell

ing balloons, bears etc. Free delivery to places on
cam pus.
T h e ta X i is se llin g " In s u lt-o -G ra m s " fo r
V alentine's D ay. See a brother to o rd er one.
Z eta Phi B eta is having a V alentine's D ay d in n er
raffle. Prize is a $50. gift certificate to R ed Lobster.
D raw ing will be held on T hursday, F eb. 11 in the
B lanton H all lobby.
D elta Phi E psilon is sponsoring the first annual
"D eepherD ude" com petition on Feb. 17 in ballroom s
A,B and C from 8 p.m . -11 p.m . T ickets are $3. Funds
raised will go to children w ith cystic Fibrosis.

Philanthropy
Phi Sigm a Sigm a planted a tree in Israel in
m em ory o f M ichelle Stacy Friedm an. T his w eek m arks
the 2nd year anniverary o f the death o f P hi Sig's sister
M ichelle. T he sisters hung up w hite ribbons allover
cam pus in her m em ory.
Z eta P hi B eta w ill sponsor A frican -A m erican
view s on fam ily values in honor o f A frican-A m erican
H eritage M onth on M onday Feb. 22.
A lpha K appa A lpha, G am m a Z eta chapter is
sponsoring a V alentine's D ay Book D rive this w eek. If
y o u have any children's books contact us.
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Love and previously chewed pizza in the Ratt. Rapture!
Dig, dig, dig me here now.
You've been back at school for all
of nine days and its already terribly
apparent that the entire semester is
blown. You've missed every class
since the second day, (including
that class with the fascist who ac
tually takes attendence) haven't
bought your books because you
know you won't crack the binding,
got your car totaled on that large
patch of dirt in front of College
Hall because you seriously didn't
think the guy in the earthmover
with all the tatoos and the GUNS,
M ONSTER TRUCKS AND
JESUS T-shirt would actually
carry out his threat to "run over this
piece of llama dung if ya' don't
moooove it!" And as a result of all
the illegal toxins you voluntarily
filtered into your body over the
break, the chances of staying awake
in your 8:00 History of Peanut
Agriculture class are as slim as you
being able to wear clean socks just
once to Yoga.
But fear not fellow urchins!
For all intents and purposes, the
semester has just begun and we're
wedged in the liippest part of Feb
ruary. The days between Ground
hog Day and Valentine's Day are
supposedly filled with enough un

derwear soiling excitement
that it will propel us straight
through this fantastically
mundane part of the modem
Roman/Egyptian calendar
and into Hay Fever and final
exams, but we're getting
ahead of ourselves here.
Stay with me now...
The ever delayed and
now infamous opening of
the newly refurbished Ratt
happened on Monday which
caused extensive jubilation
and rapture across the tri
state area. There were scat
tered reports of a pagan cel
ebration that happened in the Quad
in honor of the big day, but it seems
somebody's loincloth was arbi
trarily removed by the gusty winds
that hampered both the bonfire and
the scheduled sacrifice of a sau
sage and pepper sandwich at mid
day. So between some guy run
ning around screaming about his
ding dong freezing off and the dis
tin ct sm ell o f kerosene that
permiated the area, the event was
generally overlooked.
The real excitement was in
side, it seems, where the once dank
and inviting Ratt was mysteriously
transformed into a Burger King

during som ebody’s 4th Grade
Birthday party. A lot of people
were not certain whether or not
they should have brought presents
for a grab bag, and many patrons
turned around immediately when
the ominous sight of the rainbow
balloons evoked fears of having to
wear those paper crowns with the
little pictures of shiny jewels on
them. Those who weathered the
storm, however, were treated to an
intoxicating display of firm hand
shakes, gleaming smiles and a lot
of back patting over the seemingly
sterile environm ent th at had
sprouted forth. But beneath the

Mr. Clean atmosphere, you
still had the suspicion that, at
any moment, Blinky the
Clown and his magical mu
sical accordian was about to
appear from a collapsable
wall to spread merriment
and cotton candy to all in
attendence.
One of the advatages
of the Ratt reopening so close
to Valentine's Day is that
there is no longer any doubt
as to where to bring that spe
cial someone for a romantic
dinner for two. Even if you
lack a significant other with
whom you can share bodily fluids
with, the lure of the Ratt will surely
turn any hopelessly unromantic hu
manoid into a seething powder keg
of saliva and lust...
"Hello, um, pardon me for
disturbing you but, well, I've seen
you here in the cafeteria all alone
and I was just wondering..."
"What?"
"Well, if you're not doing
anything tonight, I was wondering
if you'd like to join me for din
ner..."
"No I don't think so. I was
planning on removing a growth
from my heel this evening. You

know how urgent these things can
be."
"Tell me about it. You
should have seen this festering
thing on my... Um, never mind.
Listen, perhaps if you're not busy
we could do it tomorrow. I know
this great little place..."
"I'm busy all week. Actu
ally, I'm busy for the rest of the
decade. They say it will be years
before my pychosis is competely
treated. Besides that, I don't think
my fath er Joey "the K nife"
Bagadonuts will let me stay out
past 8. Nice talking to you."
"Oh. Well listen, if you're
ever in the Ratt, look me up. I'll be
sitting in the third velour booth to
the left. My skin pigment kind've
blends in with the mauve, so you
have to really look..."
"I'm sorry, did you say the
Ratt?"
"Why yes."
"Oh darling! OhSnookums!
You're so suave! Take me away!
I'm yours!"
You and your Valentine
snuggle tightly under a flourescent
blaze, exchanging previously
chewed pepperoni and lavishing
each other with praise over each
other's taste in dining. It's going to
be a wonderful semester.

A n n ie Stage Sequel W ritten
B y Stephen K ing?

Welcome faithful readers, to another mind-bending installment of
PROPHET BIGG! Prepare yourselves to be hurtled, catapulted and
thrust, if you will, into the the amazing world of entertainment.
• We have a lot of news concerning famous horror author Stephen
King. To start with, the rumors about The Stand are true, true and true.
Yes, it will be made into a movie, sort of. It will actually be an eight hour
miniseries on ABC which will air later in ’93. Whether you like that idea
or not is really irrelevant because it’s gonna happen that way. But,
doubting Thomas’ out there think about this. What kind of justice would
a two-hour movie do to the story, either version? Three-hour? I ’ll tell ya
what kind of justice. No kind! Anyway, yes, Stephen King, reportedly,
wrote the script,and is also the executive producer with Laurel Entertain
ment as another.
In other Stephen King film news, the very popular It miniseries is
being released on video tape in it’s entirety with some extra footage. The
series aired some time ago in two parts and had an impressive cast that
included John Ritter, Harry Anderson, Tim Curry and others. For those
of you who haven’t seen it,/f is definitely worth checking out, despite the
hokey ending you might have heard about. For those of you who have
seen I t , see it again. So many damn “it”s, or is it “It" . So confusing.
Finally in our “All you thought you knew about what Stephen
King is doing” section, Stephen King, the author, has drawn fire of late
regarding the books Gerald's Game and Dolores Claiborne and the
presence of a “more accurate portrayal of the female psyche” and a sort
of “tenderness” that is not the style of King. The theory being floated is
that Stephen King co-wrote Gerald’s Game and might not have even
written Dolores Claiborne at all! So who then is the writer, one might
ask. The popular rumor is that Tabitha King, the wife of Stephen, who
hersel f is a writer, might be helping out hubby with the books. If you have
an opinion, write the Prophet!
• There are some new films you should be aware of. Or maybe
wary of.

* The Crow from Paramount will star Brandon Lee in the title role, which was developed from the com ic
book of the same name.
* Inspector Gadget is a live action film being co-produced by DIC and Ivan Reitman.
* Jason Goes To Hell: The Final Friday, from New Line Cinema, will bring the Friday the 13th film
series to a close, at least that is what Kane Hodder, the actor who is reprising his role as the seemingly
indestructible Jason Vorhees, told me recently. He would not confirm or deny the guest appearance of A
Nightmare on Elm Street ‘s Freddy in the new film. The end of the Friday the 13th films? Sure.
*Annie has been of the Broadway stage for nine or ten years. But now the long awaited sequel, Annie
Warbucks, is ready to hit the Broadway stage on March 18th at the Neil Simon Theatre after a successful road
trip outside New York. A second film is also in the works with Star Trek: The Next Generation 's Patrick
Stewart to portray “Daddy” Warbucks.
* On the tails of the Amy Fisher triple cast, the networks feel they must bother us with more of these
“slanted forT.V.” true life stories from the headlines crap. The latest victim is a Mike Tyson T.V. movie this
Friday on NBC. Also in the near future is the Katie Beers story. Is there no end!!? Is nothing sacred!!?
Someone told me the other day that my headlines were
“not entirerly true". To this I replied in the resoundingly
positive. Several PROPHET BIGG columns have contained
headlines that were conglomeratic in nature. Now, for those of
you who don’t get it, here is how I made this weeks headline.
I see the large amount of information on,Stephen King in this
week's column. Therefore, I will use his name in the headline.
I also talk about the sequel to the Broadway show, Annie.
Therefore, I will use it as well. Finally, using the current
controversy regarding the writing of Kings last two novels and
make the whole headline a question. You put all that together
and you come up with a humorous little headline. Don't take
the headlines of Prophet Bigg so seriously, loyal readers.
They're for your amusement.
Finally, some PROPHET notes. To Corrine, I haven’t
forgotten you. To SGA President Gouri, I love you even
though you don’t read(thus, don’t support) my column. To all
my travel companions, “<§>#%%#$ pigeon bum drinking wa
ter!” And to everyone else, sayonara!
Next Week :Prepare yourselves for the interview that
will make you a believer as I speak with Christian Slater in
person about his new film Untamed Heart and report it to you
next week.
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This week for a pleasant
change, I only have one gripe, but
believe me, it is substantiated, and
isn’t just pure Rush Limbaughesque opinion. This has to do with
the education of our youth and the
implementation of the television
set for educational purposes. No, it
isn’t the ballyhooed Channel One
being zapped into public schools,
but something that most of us grew
up with if we ever watched Satur
day Morning cartoons.
It’s Schoolhouse Rock.
All right, now you’re either
stunned or laughing hysterically.
Education majors are probably
nodding in agreement, but for the
benefit of the rest of the world, let
me explain.
Schoolhouse Rock was a se
ries of shorts that taught kids about
math, history, English, science, you
name it, there was a song that taught
it. A few years ago, ABC decided
to do away with it, probably be
cause they needed to squeeze a few
more advertising dollars out of the
kiddie primetime slots, namely

betw een 8
and
11
o ’clock. To
that, I pose
my infamous
o n e -w o rd
question:

WHY?
Why,
indeed? The

Schoolhouse
Rock shorts
did
w hat
some teach
ers can’t do-hold a kid’s attention
span. Who cares if it was done in
“sound bites?” It did the job. Kids
were learning! I ’ll even cite a per
sonal example. I was sitting in his
tory class in 7th grade, sweating
profusely because we had a test.
We had to write out the entire
Preamble to the Constitution, and
no matter how many times I tried
to memorize it, I just couldn’t.
Then a voice began humming in
my brain. I couldn ’t place the tune,
but it was one I heard hundreds of
times before. After a while, I be

gan humming along and then it
clicked. I began placing words into
the humming, and soon after, I was
quietly singing the Schoolhouse
Rock tune “We The People.” I
wrote as I sang, and guess what? I
got the only 100 in the class. Yes,
I am living proof that this system
works.
Think about it. Can you think
of a Saturday when you didn’t hear
“Conjunction Junction?” In a bit
oiMontclarion nostalgia, when the
staff went to Washington D.C. for
a press convention, we all strolled

ENROLL
WEEK
LONG
COMPARATIVE
AN ATO M

through the
n a t i o n ’s
capitol, and
lo! We hap
pened upon
the Capitol
B u i ld i n g .
T he A rts
Editor, Eric
E rb, p ro 
ceed ed to
run up the
S e n a t e
step s, and
began his rendition of “I ’m Just A
Bill.” Congratulations Bill, now
you’re a law.
Schoolhouse Rock is almost
a part of our generation’s culture,
as m udi as Thè Beatles were a part
of our parents, or if you’re old
enough, your own. But what did
you learn from The Beatles? How
to hold a hand? Get a little help
from your friends? Help? Live in a
yellow submarine? How did that
ever get someone through school?
Later in life, you might have done
some psychedelic Beatle weed and
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went through school in a haze (for
some people, that could’ve helped),
but admit it, Schoolhouse Rock
helped. You might not acknowledge
that if helped, or that you even
watched it, but it did. Trust me.
Although ABC doesn’t broad
cast it anymore, they acknowledged
that it did something. Schoolhouse
Rockis now available on home video
in installments by subject: History
Rock, Multiplication Rock, English
Rock, et cetera. They are about $10
each, and I know I ’ll be buying a few
just for nostalgic purposes. This was
part o f my childhood. I grew up on
these songs and as I listen to them, I
realize just how old I ’m feeling.
But think of the educational
value! This was on television! Kids
watched it! WILLINGLY! With all
the emphasis on Rainbow Curricu
lum, I personally believe that we
should put some drive back into
hardcore academics, and this is a
great way to do it.
What better rock to build upon
is there than our children’s educa
tion?

C A N C Ú N Nassau, Paradise Island
¡2
Spring Break Vacation
Z
From $ 2 9 9
cn O rganize a sm all grou p fo r free trip 25

Call 1 (800) G ET-SU N -1 CE

radise Island B A H A M A S

*

* PAYTONA BEACH
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K
ofa Lifetim
e*! 9.93*

Break away! Break out! Big Beach-Big Fun- BIG VALUE1
QuaSfy Oceanfront Resorts.
/v
Beochcomer O ceorrfront Inn

2000 N. Atlantic Ave.
M ayan Inn - newly renovated

103 S Ocean AvT

_
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•per person, per night, based on 4 per room. Limited avallabIWy at Ihls tale.

Study Sm art with Cliffs StudyWare®

Daytona Peach Spring Sneak ’9 3 will feature spirited debates
on subjects including the Miss Hawaiian Tropic® Beauty Pageant,
body-building contests and a whole lot more. It’ll be Darwin’s
theory of natural selection a t its m ost entertaining along
th e 2 3 miles of Daytona Peach. For more information, call
1 -P 0 0 -6 5 4 -1 2 3 4 fo ry o u rfre e Spring Break Planning Kit.

♦ Program includes interactive computer software and Cliffs Test
Preparation Guide
♦ Most comprehensive study guide on the market
♦ In addition to GRE, available for Enhanced ACT, SAT, GMAT and LSAT
♦ Compatible with V G A EGA CGA and Hercules
♦ Mouse compatible/pull-down menus
♦ Immediate feedback
♦ Fun and easy to use ♦ Color graphics
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"THE LAW SCHOOL
SOLUTION"
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PROCESS
Tuesday, February 23, 1993
6 :00pm
Kops Lounge in Russ Hall
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
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Brand New Assortm ent
Stop In & See Our Display
Our buyers have just put together a dynamic new assortment of titles centered around Black
History Month(February) Choose from the classics and many new releases. We have a
handsome catalog available for you to browse through.
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ARE YOU A SENIOR?
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In the past five years, the cost of higher education in New Jersey has increased nearly 100
percent. In the 1993-94 school year students stand to suffer another five percent increase. Many
people will argue that the cost we, as students, pay for our education is rather minimal compared
to other states, but we must take into account the cost of living in New Jersey and economic status
of many MSC students. We don’t ask to be given an Ivy League education on a working class
budget, but we deserve an affordable, quality education to ensure the future o f our state and our
country.
Education, like healthcare, should be considered a necessity in a modem, industrialized nation
such as the United States.. Nevertheless, the lack o f educational funding that plagues this country
at every level is a problem with a troubled past and a bleak future. The U.S. wants to maintain its
status as an economic superpower; however, federal and state governments continually fail to
invest in their greatest asset— the education of the nation’s young people. Creating an educated
workforce is paramount in ensuring our place in a world economy.
A make do policy for higher education will not suffice.
By May 31,1993, the New Jersey legislature will vote on the state budget which includes the
allocations for higher education. If MSC does not receive full budget requests, as well as an added
$3.4 million to make up for lost revenue from cut-backs in previous years, MSC will be forced to
make further cut-backs in all departments and services. We are already working on a skeleton
framework throughout the college and any further loss o f revenue will certainly beget a severe
decline in the quality of our education at MSC.
It is the responsibility o f all students, regardless o f our economic standing, to rise up and
demand that higher education be made a priority in the state o f New Jersey. As students at MSC,
we must contact our assembly persons and senators in our districts and remind them that it is the
lawmakers obligation to protect the interests of those they represent; remind them that during the
election year, every vote counts. If we languish in apathy, we will be ensuring that our state college
system will be reduced to an anemic entity.
It is paramount that as students, we recognize and exercise our power in influencing the state
government that is supposed to serve us. Our numbers are large and our power is enormous, but
if we don’t demand what we deserve, it is highly unlikely that our needs will be met.

le tte rs mustmeldepour rame, majora ritefephoeemmler
{/far coefarmatioe,purpose#oelp)ifatlep are tolecoasileredfaor
puilcatior.
Tlie lea llre ¡jar fetter? is the f f orlop hefarepuilcat/'or.
letter? map¿e e ite lfa r stpÁ , éreoitp or Ile i.
The cattar ofarpp u llisie lletter, rotThe/tfortcln'or, is
sollp/'e sporsilte-far d e optriorsexpressedtiere/r.

Q u o ta o f t h e W e e k hy
I can’t afford tuition now. I don’t think we’re
given enough in return for the money we pay
now.—Christina Sarracco, junior, p .l.
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U.S.-European intervention
needed for peace in Baltic States
The United States government is well known for produce food and other necessities. For instance Sarajevo,
meddling in foreign affairs. Some o f these interventions the capital of several million people, now has only one
have been out of necessity and others out of economic and operating bakery. The leaders of these groups to proclaim
political gain. If there ever was a time for the U.S. to get their innocence of these crimes, but continue to torture and
involved it is now in the Baltic States. The horrible atroci murder in the name of ethnic cleansing.
ties occurring there make it hard to believe they’re happen
Why is the United States not involving themselves?
ing in the present. In the recent past we have found it This is a rather simple question to answer. There has
important to get involved in Grenada, Panama, Nicaragua, usually been a pattern in U.S. military intervention. Some
Libya, Iraq, and Somalia. How is the Baltic region differ situations like Panama and Iraq are attempts to depose a
ent? Why is Europe not involved? How can we accept this leader (each of whom we had supported) because of our
process of ethnic cleansing?
involvement economically. Oth
Ethnic cleansing. Those two
ers like Grenada and Somalia are
words almost sound pleasant. In fact,
military operations to sharpen our
it’s the brutal annihilation of a race.
soldiers skills and to justify our
That’s what is happening right now in
huge national defense budget. The
southeastern Europe. The Serbians,
one thing that all military actions
Croatians, and Muslims are taking turns
of the Reagan-Bush era have in
murdering one another. This is nothing
common is that they were all short
new. Throughout history people have
and sweet. There have been no
b y v in tile S ta m p o n e
been fighting over borders and terri
prolonged occupations like the one
tory. The difference, in what once was
that would be needed in the Baltic
Yugoslavia, is not that they want to defeat the other group, region. Politically, it is a disaster to be involved in a long,
but that they want to erase all memories of their existence. unpopular war with many casualties. Did someone say
We are constantly reminded of the brutal concentra Vietnam?
tion camps of Nazi Germany. People who once lived next
The U.S. has its own problems. The economy is the
door to one another in relative peace and tranquility now first priority in the minds of the masses. Also, we still have
hold each other captive much like Jewish victims of the troops in Somalia and the situation in Iraq is not yet
Holocaust. The women of this ravaged area are brutally resolved. Why is Europe not helping? They, like the U.S.,
raped and murdered. The children are constantly under have their own problems. The European Economic Com
sniper attack. More children are maimed or killed due to munity is still debating over their proposed integration.
mines and bombings. There have been accounts of execu Europe is in no imminent danger. They don’t want to use
tion style murders and mass graves. All of the parties their resources.
The devastation in former Yugoslavia will eventu
involved have not allowed international relief efforts to
bring aid to one another. Workers from the United Nations ally disappear. It could be by a total extinction of a race and
and the Red Cross have been killed.
culture or by American-European intervention. My hope is
Another practice is destroying each others ability to that it comes about at the hands of the latter.

ViriKite*s Miews
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A s H is p a n ic p o p u la tio n g r o w s
la n g u a g e b a r r ie r m u s t be b ro k e n
The term melting pot was devised
and used in the early part of the Twenti
eth century. As millions of European
immigrants were flooding the gates of
Ellis Island the present status of Ameri
can culture was being drastically al
tered. With them, now American citi
zens, they brought their entire cultural
makeup to this novice land. Tongues
curved in different dialects, foods with intriguing odors,
family ideals, work ethics and political beliefs flooded
mainstream America. Diversity was put on as a strong
finish to the rough, raw edged American frame.
This country, a democratic experiment that is just
over 200 years old, is undergoing even more reconstruc
tion. As o f the past 40 years, the home of America has been
reshaped by Hispanic architects, commonly known as
Latino citizens. Again, these people brought with them
their own world and its ways.
A perfect example of this relatively new
influx of Hispanics is the state o f New Jersey.
A recent article in a local newspaper stated that
in the past 10 years people of Cuban descent
ranked number two in overall population in
Hudson County. On a national scale it is ex
pected that by the turn of the century two out of
five citizens on the East Coast will be of His
panic origin.
Language is the most recognizable dif
ference when it comes to variation among the masses. By
the year 2,000 nearly one third of this area’s population
will be Spanish speaking. English will no longer be the
norm in spoken language, it will be the exception. This
inevitable role reversal will jolt Caucasians and their
communications with others. Unfortunately, there are cer

tain individuals who are stubborn
citizens o f our old America who
utter ignorant statements such as,
“Why don’t they just speak En
glish? They ’re in America."If they
would open their eyes, which are
probably sealed by American tele
vision and its power to rape the
viewers intellect, they would re
alize that English is not the original language of this
continent, nor the future language.
Spanish, whether it be a Cuban dialect or Columbian,
will become dominant throughout the tri-state area. Just as
New York City continues to host a wide range of lan
guages, its surrounding neighbors will become an audible
mesh that will ring with Latino tones. Hispanics will be
saying and doing the same things as white America,
struggling to survive and achieve the American dream.
The con
struction ofthis
unprecedented

English will no
longer be the north
in spoken language,
it will be the
exception.

American
house is still

undergoing tre
mendous work.
We, a collec
tive we , need
every helping
hand to hold up
our shaky frame. The language barrier is a diversified
external condition. Survival is an internal, universal neces
sity. If someone helps you in any way, you usually respond
with a cordial “thank you.” Latinos reply, “Gracias.” This
is a similar difference, simple as that.

LETTER...

Student says: campus
housing not worth it
After reading GregMacSweeney’s article concerning
the drop in residence hall occupancy, I believe that Kevin
Rakowsky and Shelley Jackson must have been misquoted.
Both of these administrators have stated that a “weakened
economy" has caused the present drop in attendance. How
ever, a weak economy can not be blamed for outrageous
rents or less than favorable living conditions. Ms. Jackson
also remarked th at,"hardly any [students leave] due to lack
of adequate facilities.” I disagree.
I lived on campus for my first two years at MSC. I am
familiar with the dorms and Clove apartments. These hous
ing facilities are severely overpriced and poorly maintained.
The dorms are rented out at $2,978 per student for two
semesters, according to the ’92-’93 Student Handbook.
Two semesters is a time period of eight months with a price
tag of $372.25 a month per student. In other words, two
students rent a dorm room for $744.50 a month. Most two
bedroom apartments in communities surrounding MSC rent
for $700 to $800 a month.
The Clove apartments which contain two bedrooms,
a bathroom and a connected kitchen and living room are
rented for $3,164 a school year. This is a nine month period
which costs $351.55 per month for each student. With four
or five students in these apartments, the rent comes to either
$1,406.20 or $1757.75 a month. An entire house can gener
ally be rented for $1,100 to $1,500 a month.
MSC housing is obviously overpriced, but it is also
overrated. For the last few years, every break from school
has been hindered by theft which the campus police seem
unable to prevent. Privacy is also an issue. Students always
have to share their bedrooms with at least one and some
times two roommates, but apartments off campus can be
rented with enough bedrooms to avoid this problem.
Campus life is also riddled with many inconveniences.
The dorms are frequently out of hot water, heat and ventila
tion and are continuously disturbed by fire alarms and bomb
scares. Clove apartments avoids these problems, but such a
small apartment is hardly worth a $1757.75 price tag.
The luxury of an on-campus residence is not worth the
accompanying price nor problems. An off-campus resi
dence offers privacy, peace and much cheaper rent. Tire
only inconvenience is a short ride to school. Perhaps Mr.
Rakowsky and Ms. Jackson meant to say that, “Goodsense
is keeping students out of residence life during these weak
economic times.”
Ross W. Peterson
Senior/English-Education

LETTER...

■~~~

If you serve them
they will com e
It wasn’t long ago when I could remember seeing
fliers stating, “Alcohol in the rat will inspire good times, a
safe atmosphere and a place to be with all your friends.
Support project campus community!” However, now my
fellow Redhawks, this insightful idea will become a reality.
Through SGA, your Student Government Associa
tion, Inc., work has been done to fulfill a demand of 90%
students polled wanting alcohol served on campus for a
better campus community. It demonstrates that students
share an influence in the decision making process at MSC.
Moreover, it shows a willingness to work together between
students, faculty and administration, enhancing more satis
faction for students.
The longevity of this project relies totally on tlte
safety and the success o f all its constituents. Please employ
maturity when attending our new facilities, and we can
continue to enjoy our new aspect of campus community for
years upon years to come.
I am sure I share in your gratitude when I take an
opportunity to thank all the participants o f the Alcohol AdHoc Committee of the SGA that make this all possible.
Anticipate alcohol in the Rat for a better campus
community. It’s coming!
Gary Pankiewicz
SGA Director of Public Relations
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League starts on Monday, February 15.
All interested call x5245.
No experience necessary (We will train).
General Membership Meetings
Every M onday at 4:00 p.m. in the SILC office (RM
121 SC Annex)
All welcome.
SILC is a class one organization of the SGA
-4

Monday, Feb. 22 • 8:00 p.m. in the
New & Improved Rat
Anyone may sign up outside the
Class One Concerts Office
Room 117 Student Center Annex

FREE
FREE FREE
SHAKE YOUR
BOOTY
FREE FREE FREE FREE
BANDS PLUGGED
OR UNPLUGGED
PLAY YOUR
TWANGY THANG
of the SGA
SING OR READ
YOUR POETRY
OR SOMEONE ELSE'S
TRUE COMEDIANS
WELCOMED
FREE FREE
FREE
CLASS ONE CONCERTS IS A CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF THE SGA

N ig H t
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* 4 (ll! 8tA floox id tafiiny. fo x y iviu y ud tAid cAauec o f
ovex!
a (ife tia te . ¿ o v c - *7Ac
A afifia'd

S ca d - TfouA avctoA elfi
ate o u t udtA a ty aceoutttiH y
y u y ! 74ey, uac Acute tut, o r
tine ocatedtex to utooA ou it!
-(fo ld ie

“7Ac "foot- TPafifiy 7/Z a y to a ll a ty fa vo xttc 7/aleutiued! ¿ o vc, P u d d iu

7 d id u t y et ho dauee,
fidA iu tAc fiaxA , ¿iA Ay Aad
fiateAed, execute ate you toofi.
atiyA ty fa t iu tAooc fia u te,
ffU44a iu Wit Auida, could
tAid Ac a Auuiou, euxxy,
dA uttte Audda, A axtlet, cudAiou utoataA, uidAa, eAota
e tc ... 7 'a t rea d y yoiuy. to
atidd you y u y o !!!!!!

VotAePC tsififict'oofPA i
S iy a ta S iy a ta - 7 o u t fr a u d

(J6CC*(/, p e t f/A?447d CuJt€4t (f<%€C

TVAy tie A eicadc you, (or m y
"V oientincl At U tAaiduecuieH Ctm y
you tuA you* Aeud ou m y Aunt
tAiyAo, youn eoxeutuy AncotAo UcAr
U uym yueeA aoacvm teA dtttm m uu,
HuAed, ofoouiuy m ettiuy ice cucum
lute eoeAotAeoo moutAo (oitA out
(¿uyete. *4AA. I t it Aorm oiic (A t u o y
u n fit.. U A ctuocjieeue..Tic, Ac, Ac.

THucA (uv to a ty f i i
f i t - atoAitc dxiviny. ew eetfie u l

few - 7 ’ou do yield youx
aty xooauuxtc. Tfou’r e aw er
ooatc! ¿ o v c, TOeudy

To tAc yuyo in a fit
1 1 O S - PAanfio fa x enliyA teniuy ate ou Aotv a yu y
tA iufio- tu td tAc dAotvex o f
«voter. TZcvenye id otveet-

1o tAc yu y 7 dtaxe a t
u fidtainoiutA cStudeut& cutex, 7 (ovc youx o u tile, w ill
you d it next to ate ou *7ucod a y a y a iu ! 7 'd (¿Ac to ta tA
to yo u !
(fouyxatulatioud to tAc
1 4 acvcdoutc odooetatc ateatAexd o f Z -P A i-S !H

THid- 7 t’d alatoot 7/d a y ... (vA at’d tA a t fo x tAc
neutra dated ? -Z e e

Z euvu (~7xi S iy a ta }¿ ittte do you Auotv, Aut tAc
yoddifi dfixead aAout you id
iucxcdiA lc!

"To atidd adveutuxoudtvAeu d id you Aeeoatc aatA idcxtxouo? 7 tA iuA tA atdxeoo
id dtiK dtucA ou a ty fa ce. 7
¿ o vc Tfa - THidd Z xa a ta tic
P oo

S ca x-

TP afifiy

teaat cxficet it. ¿ o v e -fc u u

ZeefiAex Z u d c ! 7 7 3 (fo a te out a u d dufifioxt youx
uoatiuec. peA 1 7 , 8 fi.a t.~
1 tfi.a t. S a ilxo o a td *4, S , &
0 - 7ucludee: 7% S(2 w ear,
ta le n t, fo x a ta l (veax , in ter
view a n d cAeex o f f !
to ‘TCaty "Kind! TPafifiy
S irtA d a y A aiy, you ¿ o o fi
¿ o u u ye ¿ ¿ ya rd ! ¿ o v c a n d
defiled, SuAAlcd
S u lv a , P a u tre lli, a n d
p la d fi- 7 fiofie you enjoyed
tAc dinner, ¿ e v e *4nyellna
*47483 a n d 7/al *47482
¿ a a t¿ u yto u ¿ o ve S ear,
or id i t p ra y , ox Z u c fi, or
S ec? ¿ u v ya .
P l* 4 P P T f, 7 4 a fifiy
S ixtA d a y. TCaty! ¿ u v ya ,
*4aty p ! ! ! !
TH alx, Amrmnnx—fro n t
youx Aetaved c o file t, Aexe o
w idfiiuy you a fu n -fille d
Aoxatouer-indueed o clliu y o f
youxoelf eoatc tAid auction
d a y. 7 a t dure you ( l fin d
youx 7/aleutincclutcA iuy.A id
dodano fox y o u ...
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WPIHINK ALL
W & WARSOF
MBOICAL SCHOOL

m V LBARN
mi tosped.

ACROSS
1 Polo d iv isio n
8 Treble symbol
(2 wds.)
13 Press ----14 Prince or
mountai n
17 Navigation devices
13 With dander up
19 Consumed
20 Noise from nature
22 South American
resort
23 A.L. c i t y (a b b r.)
24 Ex-boxer Gri ff i th
25 Room to swing ----26 Novelist Murdoch
28 Immovably per
sis ten t
30 Very long time
31 " ----- newt..."
32 Legal right
35 African v illa g e s
38 Yellowish pigment
41 Home of Parmenides
43 Deification
48 Bargain
49 ----- a soul

50 Church society or
oven brand
5 1 -----CIO
52 Ending for concert
53 Like a diehard
55 You: Ger.
56 Phony one
58 Sea o ff Australia
60 Heavenly
61 Office terms
62 Li t t 1e g i r l i ngredient
63 Most i r rit a b le

DOWN
1 Its capital is
Zagreb
2 Bullied
3 Kind of motive
4 Mauna ----5 Immanuel ----6 Miss Wi11iams
7 Curriculum vitae
8 "F ire when ready,

12
15
16
21
25
27
29
33
34
36
37
39
40
42
43
44

45
46
47
53
9 Went out of control 54
10 Like Pinocchio
57
11 Su ffix for d iffe r
59

Terrifyin g
Walter ----- Disney
Peasants of India
Khartoum's river
University in New
York
Arrogant
As well
I : Ger.
Like a pi ay
Fool ish -----,
famous horse
Ocean blazes
(2 wds.)
----- languages
B ib lic a l brother
Post-season foot
ball "team"
"West Side Story"
character
Shoot a TV closeup
(2 wds. )
Apes , for short
Latent
----- cow
Arias
----- glid in g
With it
Sum, esse, ------

3 a 3 1 3 1 'S
N 3 Ai .1 I 1 3 3 N V
Va v
N a OH N I 1
H3 N n Vi s ■ v N I
V N V wv ■ Aa VN
S I s 0 3 H 1 0 dV
3 a H 3 o* M
1 I 0a a
Oa
N0 3 V
0 3 A3
1 N3 1 3 a S I a I
a 0 A
31 I M 3
3 i V
0 I a M a 3 a N n H1
A 1 3 1 Va I
s J. N V i 3 0
a 3 I N I Va
ji S V 3 3 3 a
Ü f e ; JL T 3 a l
JLJL JLJL n A l n
s 3 I
3a n
Va n d
3 I S'
1 dV
1 V3 a
V3 1 3
Sda
d
s S 3 i
1 V3 m

1
s

1

I

©Edward Ju liu s

Collegiate CW8814
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Calvin

Hobbes

and

OH LOVELY SNOWBALL,
PACKED YUTO CARE.
SM ACK A HEAD T O M 'S
UNAWARE '

Calvin

and

TUEN YUTO FREEZING
IC E TO SPARE,
MELT AND SOAK TORCU6H
^
UNDERWEAR ?
_____

V--- K--------- /

h if l a r d en d so d a r e

d

Calvin

and

Hobbes

I USED ID M M E VISITING
ASSIGNMENTS, BUT NOW
Î ENJOY THEM. _ _

FLY S I EMEUT END TRUE,
;

TOIS. QU SNOW B A IL ,
IS MY PRAYER..

I R EALIZED TOAT TOE
PURPOSE OF WRITING IS
TO INFLATE WEAR IDEAS.
o b sc u r e

Peas r e a so n in g

AND INH IBIT CLARITY.

Hobbes

( mx m.
\ 1CÁJ (XMHG
---------

by Bill Watterson

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

YUTO A L in iE . PRACTICE,
YIRITING CAN BE AN
INTIMIDATING ANO
» p e n e t r a b l e to g
WANT TO SEE MY K OK
RETORT?

Hobbes

HERE WE ARE, HIGH ON
RIGOR M ORTIS RIDGE,
STEELING OURSELVES FOR
THE TERRITYING DESCENT
INTO GRIM REAPER GORGE.'

TM THROWING
SE E , EVERYONE YIIU.
PEOPLE OFF MY THINK TOESE TRACKS VIERE
TRAIL YUTO
MACE BY A ONE-LEGGED
DECEPTIVE
. KID GOING THAT WAY, AND
Fo o t p r in t s . Ï THEYU B E COMPLETELY
WRONG.'

by Bill Watterson

why do w e R is k l if e
AND U M B IN A VERTICAL
FREE FALL. WUEN WE
COULD BE

‘THE DYNAMICS OF INTERBE'.NG
AND MBHOLOGtCAL IMPERATIVES
IN P IO ! AMP JANC ■ A STUDY
IN PSYCHIC TRANSRELATIONAL
GENDER MODES."
s ,_ _ _ ________ { ACADEMIA,
> t*5 -%
I MERE l
COM E.'

by Bill Watterson
BECAUSE IT IS M A N S
INDOMITABLE NATURE
TO SCARE HtMSELT SILLY
Foft NO GOOD REASON .'

\

Calvin

I

and

Hobbes

NOTOW CAN MAKE ME
GO IN S ID E .' I Y E GOT
200 SNOWBALLS TOAT
SAY I'M STAYING O UT '
NO ONES GONNA MAKE
M f COME IN TOE HOUSE?

by Bill Watterson
doesn't

m

w

MISS ME#>

Calvin

and

Hobbes
MtWIff'HV
THAT WAS
H ILARIO US?

Ht HAHA.'

by Bill Watterson
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TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25 WORDS), ALONG WITH A
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLARION TO: THE

MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN. CLASSIFIEDS. Deadline for Thursday edition is the prior Friday.
Spring Break: Cancún,
Nassau from $299. Organize a small
group for FREE top CALL 1 (800)
GET-SUN-1
Seekingpart-time childcare
for two, 4 mwah old boys in either
UpperMootclairorVerona. Salaiy
negotiable. Infant CPR aphis. Call
Laura at 509-0144.

Studemwhoenjoys children
to care for 4 1/2 year old in our
Upper Montclair home on Satur
days from 10a.m.- 2p.m. Refer
ences required. Call 783-3908.

Child Care- Monday - Fri
day 2:30-6p.m. Verona. Respon
sible, caring person needed. Good
pay. 2 children (ages 8,12). Mast
have car. Call239-8937 aftcr6p.m.
Mother’shclper needed two
mornings a week and occasional
weekend aftemoonfevenings.Days
flexible. Non-smoker and refer
ences needed Upper Montclair
location. Call746-2657 Kimberly.

Looking to caipool with any
one living in the central New Jersey
area. Please contact Luke Stefatrite at
(718)966-1877.

GAFFER’S PUB Unnsday
night Kiuaoke/prizes. Ladies night
every night from 9p.m.- reduced drink
prices. 440Mam Street West, Orange
(2 Modes down from the to m Hat).
731-1373.

DR. BLANK’S REVIEW
14 Sessions, taught by Dr. Blank
PERSONAL, CARING ATTENTION

Highest Teacher Quality
17 Years MCAT/DAT Experience

WRITING
ASSISTANCE

STUDY
SKILLS

Interview Counseling/Advice
90% SUCCESS RATE!

EARLYBIRD DISCOUNT
ALASKA SUMMER EMPmYMENT-fishmes.Eam$600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/month
an fishing boats. Ree transportation!
Room &Boatd! Over8,000openings.
No experience necessaiy. Male or
Female. For employment program
call 1-206*545-4155 ext A5096

SAVE THIS NUMBER
1-800-339-5282
STUDIO SPACE AVAIL.
ABLE in Hoboken. N J. 400-600
square feet very inexpensive. Call
201-963-3031. Near Path Train
10mintoNYC24hour access. Safe24 hour guard. Great Light

PROOFREADING
TEST
EDITING
PREPARATION

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!

Part-time telemarketing seekjressive people to wotk 9-1 or4hour. Call 227-8802.

GO TO EX TR EM ES!
SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA!!
N EG R IL /M O N TEG O
BAY
FROM $469 AIR.TRANSFERS.
HOTEL NY/BOSTON DEPAR
TURES. CALL 1-800-BEACH-15

A dozen laser-printed re
sumes for $25. CaU 893-4843/
5230 Leave message for Kevin.

Each member of your (rat.
sorority, team club. etc.
pitches m just one hour
anc your group can raise
S1.000 in iust a few days'

Plus a chance to earn
S1.000 fo r y o u rs e lf!
No cos! No obligation
1-800-932-0528. ext. 65

Try to get on Jeopardy. But if you'll settle for $200.00

. . . %-In

S E C O N D

COLLEGE
BOWL

CAMPUS CHAMPIONSHIP

Saturday, February 13,1993 • 9:30 a.m. • Student Center Room 417
1st Prize: $200
2nd Prize: $100
3rd Prize: $ 75
Contact CLUB for more information at 893-5232
CLUB is a Class One Organization of the sga
The $200.00 part was for real, by the way!
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C rea m R ises To T h e Top: T h e J erry C itro S to ry
by Brian Faizarano
Anyone who has read the
newspapers lately has read the story
ofJerry Citro. After being featured
in the The Star Ledger, the Herald
News, The Record and the Daily
News, a person can become known
quickly. However, this is not just a
publicity story.
Jerry Citro was bom into a
poor family in Hoboken, New Jer
sey, two doors down from where
Frank Sinatra once lived. It was on
the blacktops of Hoboken where

If my story
has helped
just one
person, then
it has served
its purpose.
Citro honed his game. After star
ring at Hoboken High School, he
attended North Yarmouth Acad
emy, a prep school in Maine. Prior
to the year at North Yarmouth,
Citroeamed a full scholarship from
the University of New Hampshire.
"Playing college basketball was
always my dream," he said.
Ironically, his dream turned
to a nightmare.
After missing a bus from
Boston back to the University of
New Hampshire campus, Citro de
cided to hitch-hike. As he waited,
a car came along and hit him, hurl

ing him 50 yards and severely in an intrinsic reward," Citro said. 4.0. Again, he was not satisfied.
That's when he decided to
juring his leg. The doctors almost Eventually he decided, along with
try
out
for the MSC basketball
amputated his leg,but instead took his wife Cheryl and son Vincent, to
team.
Ludicrous
you say? Well,
out half of his right calf. The come back to school. “
Jerry
Citro
defied
the odds, the
"The monetary rewards were
surgery made his right leg one-and
skeptics,
and
his
39-year-old
body.
a-half inches shorter than his left there, but I w asn’t internally
While
not
a
vital
part
of
the
team
happy,” he said. It was then that
leg.
on
the
court,
be
is
the
R ealizin g that
team
leader
off
the
court.
playing college basket
According to as
ball again was not realis
sistan
t coach Jose
tic at the time, Citro
Rebimbas,
"Jerry is a
turned to alcohol. "At the
great
role
model
for the
time alcohol filled the
kids.
An
immeasurable
void within me. It helped
asset he has is that he can
me to alleviate the emo
pass
on his knowledge of
tional discomfort o f the
the game to the other
reality which I did not
players.”
want to face,” he said.
T hat role su its
Along with his ad
Citro
just fine. "Coach
diction, his self-esteem
(Nick
Del Tufo) told me
had lowered immensely.
that
I
made the team to
"I had reached a point
serve as a spiritual leader,
where I went to bed at
which is good because I
night and prayed I was
am a part of something
dead,” Citro said. "That
bigger than me and that's
was when I realized I
the team," said Citro.
needed help."
This does not mean
After turning to his
that Citro does not dream
father and an anonymous
of his past glory. "For
friend for this help, he
one day, I wish I could
entered a rehabilitation
perform the way I used
center that to this day he Although he doesn’t get many minutes on the court,
to, just to see if I could
still attends. Alcoholics Citro is a key part of the MSC team.
make it on this level," he
Anonym ous m eetings
are a large part of his quest to keep Citro decided to not only attend said.
As humble as he is, Citro
Montclair State, but to open a day
sober.
Along with his new found care center with his wife in their does not mind the publicity. Ac
sobriety, Citro opened his own real Montclair home. The center is companying the countless articles
estate agency, grossing six figures named Tuesday’s Child because on him, he has appeared on Good
Morning America and the CBS
annually. It was also during this Vincent was bom on a Tuesday.
As a Physical Education- Evening News.
time that he started volunteer
All of the attention he's get
Health major, Citro has a grade
coaching.
"Coaching kids for me was point average on the outskirts of a ting is fine, because as he says, "If

Sloan remains undefeated as MSC
matmen excel in Super 6 Tourney

my story has helped just one per
son, then it has served its pur
pose."
Along with this, Citro is
fairly certain of what his future
holds for him. "I would like to
teach physical education and
health. I'll remind the kids to take
care of their bodies and to stay
active athletically."
"As far as coaching goes, I
would like to coach on the high
school level. I want to be able to
give the kids some guidance."
Outside of these ambitions,
the main thing, according to him
is, "I hope to stay sober and remain
happy with my family. Life is sim
pler for me now."
Most of us have come to
realize the message that Jerry Citro
is delivering is not for publicity,
butforself-cognizance. All that he
wants is for people to realize what
harm that abuse of something does
to an individual. “
"Forstudents, I want them to
realize that there is another escape
besides alcohol and drugs," said
Citro. Most of us should applaud
Jerry Citro. Not because he is a
member of the Red Hawks basket
ball team , but because he is Jerry
Citro, recovering alcoholic, Hying
to make a difference in the lives of
others. For that, Jerry Citro de
serves all o f the publicity can get.
LATE NOTE: CBS Sports
will air a feature on Citro at half
time of this Saturday’s PittsburghIllinois men's basketball game. The
game begins at 12 p.m.

In the bleachers...

b y N icole Festa
Thesnowy weekend weather
did not stop the MSC wrestling
team from successfully perform
ing at the Super 6 Tournament at
Binghamton, N.Y. last weekend.
The competition included
three New York teams: Oswego,
Cortland State and Binghamton
They competed in dual meets
ag ainst sev eral New N JA C
rivalersey teams, including theRed
Hawks' NJAC rival,Trenton State.

Wrestling
MSC was victorious in two
of its three matches that featured
177-pound Jim Sloan, who kept
his unbeaten streak alive.
in the opener against Os
wego, the Red Hawks lost by the
score of 28-18. The lower weights
suffered greatly due to two forfeits
that were actually caused by ill
ness. "I chose not to wrestle those
wrestlers because they were sick.”,

said head coach Steve Strcilncr.
The Red Hawks best perfor
mance ofthe weekend came against
Cortland.

Tire Red Hawks edged their
non-conference opponent, 23-21.
This win pleased Strellner
the most. “They (Cortland) were
ranked fourth in the country, so
this victory made me very happy,”
he said.
It was clear to everyone that
this was a combined team effort.
All o fth e wrestlers performed at
high levels.
Another important factor in
this match was Strellner’s strate
gic move to push all his wrestlers
up a weight. This turned out to be
an excellent idea. There were sev
eral good performances turned in
by MSC wrestlers. The standouts
were Joe Mancuso (1501bs.), Phil
Kealy (1581bs.), and Phil lossa
(1671bs.), who all won via pin.
Also included among these wres
tlers is Sloan, who wrestled at 190
pounds and won by a technical fall.

The Red Hawks seemed to
have an e a sie r tim e against
Binghamton, winning 33-16.
Solid performances were
tu rn ed in by M ike Flam m er
(1421b.) and Sloan, who both won
via pin.
Sloan, a 1991 All-American,
still remains undefeated going into
tonight’slast regular season match
against Kean in Union at 7 p.m.
What can be expected in
this heated rivalry between NJAC
foes?
“It’s going to be a tough
match, because of our illnesses and
injuries," responded Strellner.
"Hopefully, the middle and heavy
weights can compensate for this
“hole” in the line-up," he added.
The Metropolitan Champi
onship will be the last wrestling
m eet for the 1992-1993 Red
Hawks' season. Strellner expects
the whole team to be healthy and
that they will all participate in the
event.

“ D o n’t be naive, A ndy. O f course he's on
s te ro id s .”
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d

& m GETTING ready for the spring ball?
Manicures, Pedicures, Air Brushing, Body Waxing,
Facials, Certified Make-up Consultants, Unisex Hair
Cutting, Perms, Highlights, Cellophanes, Expert
Braiding, Hair Extensions... as w ell as Tanning Beds

Bring these coupons with you & receive

W holesale Draft Beer

I A FULL SET OF
i T IP S & W RAPS
i IN C L U D IN G A N
•A IR BR U SH D E S IG N
! O F YOUR C H O IC E
i F O R ONLY $45.00

,

Bud 1/2 Keg $39.99
Busch 1/2 Keg $37.99
Miller Genuine Draft 1/2 Keg
$37.99

EXPIRES APRIL 4.1993

i $10 O FF ANY PERM,
•
OR COLOR
i
'
TREA TM EN T
•
!
(INCLUDING
'
, H IG H LIG H TIN G !
i OR CELLOPHANES)»

RECEIVE 3
M ONTHS
U N LIM ITED
TANNING FOR $75

EXPIRES APRIL 4,1993

EXPIRES APRIL 4,1993

(,

,,

KARLA Of HO NEY’S SALON
350 BROWERTOWN ROAD WEST PATERSON, N J

MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES

call before 4 p.m. for free delivery.

Department of Broadcasting,
Speech Communication,
Dance and Theatre
presents

Open 'til 11 p.m.
'til midnight Friday & Saturday

D A N C E W O R K S ‘93
February 25, 26, 27 at 8 p.m. with 2 p.m.
matinees on February 26 & 28 in
Memorial Auditorium

-OPEN 7 DAYS-

991-3812 P7T"

Faculty/Staff/Alumni ticket price $6.00
Student ticket price $3.50
For more information call 893-5112

315 Kearny Ave., Kearny______
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C alling the shots

AVIEW
FROMTHE
PRESSBOX
by Keith A. Idee

Ashe's legacy of class and dignity
extends far beyond the world of tennis
Every once in a while the
sports world is slapped by the hand
of reality.
The loss of Arthur Ashe is a
rather tough one to take.
He was a man of substance.
No matter how tough things got for
him, Ashe was always a class act in
the eyes of the public.
It seemed as if things were
constantly going against him. Yet,
he fought through it all until he
could fight no more.
When he was refused a visa
fortheSouth African Openin 1969
and 1970, he kept his composure
even though he knew he belonged
in the tournament.
Eventually, he won his fight
and was granted a visa to play in
the South African Open in 1973.
Even more impressively, he was

instrumental in getting South Af
rica banned from the Davis Cup
Tournament because of its apart
heid policies.
He was a black man in a
sport dominated by whites, but he
proved to the world that at one
point he was the best tennis player
in the world.
In 1975 he completed his
quest for tennis immortality. Af
ter winning the U.S. Open (1968)
and the Australian Open (1970),
Ashe upset Jimmy Connors to win
Wimbeldon. However, the man
who was on top of the tennis world
from 1968-75, would face more
trying times.
Ashe suffered two heart at
tacks and had quadruple bypass
surgery performed on him twice,
in 1979 and 1983. He also under
went brain surgery in 1988.

But he kept his head up and
continued his involvements in the
anti-apartheid movement and the
creation of minority youth tennis
programs.
Then, a man who had been a
inspiration and model for all, would
face an opponent that he could not
defeat.
The insidious disease known
to us as AIDS took the life out of a
man who had cherished it so.
Even when the news of his
affliction leaked out to the media,
Ashe again exhibited his strength
and courage in a way no other
could.
When people pass away, the
strongest memories of them are
often measures of how they af
fected people.
The memories Arthur Ashe
left upon us are immeasureable.

The Riddick Bowe-Michael
Dokes fight on Saturday night was
as lopsided as expected. In fact it
w asn't even w orth w atching.
Dokes' face was like a magnet to
both of Bowe's hands. However,
the post fight interview that had
Larry Merchant talking with
Dokes was one of the funniest
things I've everseen. Dokes should
really consider learning sign
language It's a real shame when
the Pro Bowl is a much better game
than the Super Bowl. That's been
the case the past two seasons. Could
you imagine the Major League AllStar game being better than the
World Series or the NBA All-Star
game being better than the NBA
Finals?..... Baseball's ruling on
Marge Schott is a complete joke.
Witnesses provided so much evi
dence against her, yet she still only
got a slap on the wrist. The fine of

11,1993

$25,000 will not have any affect on
her financial status. Of course, a
fine for a substantial amount of
money would not in the best inter
est of all of the owners who voted
on her punishment. Did someone
say, "The game needs a commis
sioner?" And the one year suspen
sion is just as ridiculous. If she's a
racist today, what would make
anyone think that she's going to
change herprinciples by next year?
I guess the owners are just sticking
to the George Steinbrenner
Rule.....While everyone on the
NBA Eastern Conference All-Star
team deserves to play in the game,
it’s real tough not to see New
Jersey 's Drazen Petrovic,
Pltiladelphia's Jeff Hornacek and
Boston's Reggie Lewis on the
squad. Petrovic was especially
deserving, since he's learned to play
some American-style defense to
go with his impressive offensive
game.....Have a nice week.

MSC Sports Schedule
Thursday, Feb. 11:
Wrestling (away) vs. Kean, 7 p.tn.
Saturday, Feb. 13:
Women's basketball (away) vs, Jersey City State, 5:30 p.m.
Men's basketball (away) vs. Jersey City State, 7:30 p.ra.
Monday, Feb. 15:
Men's basketball (away) vs. Stockton State, 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 17:
Women’s basketball (home) vs. Rutgers Newark, 5:30 p.m.
Men's basketball (home) vs. Rutgers Newark, 7:30 p.m.

"HripleThreat": From Alden Invitationals to Reebok commercials?
b y M ark A lan B elnay
Does anyone remember the
myriad of commercials that Reebok
subjected the American public to
during last year’s Summer Olym
pics that promised to answer the
question of whether Dan or Dave
was the world’s greatest athlete?
Correct me if I ’m wrong, but
Dan didn’t even qualify for the
Olympics and the supposed shoein, Dave, was the biggest disap
pointment this side of the Buffalo
Bills. The point that I am trying to
present to those of you who follow

Ruiz, who is perfonr ig on
a different level than his competi
tion recently, was named the Most
Outstanding Athlete at the Alden
Invitationals this past week and
received the Alden Cup for his
achievement.
How dominating was Ruiz’s

Track and field
along each week as your humble
narrator sits alone at his typewriter,
and clicks away into the wee-hours
of the night is that the product
doesn’t always live up to the hype.
Just think of how dumb
founded the board members at
Reebok were when they learned
their add campaign had been bur
ied and was starting to attract flies.
Just remember, hype is fun to hear
and see, but the final results are
what everyone remembers.
Well, now that my little di
gression is over, let your humble
narrator present three individuals
who may be doing Reebok com
mercials for the upcoming games
in Atlanta. Neal Ruiz, Dewayne
Stevens, and Wayne Dennis con
tinue to impress with their results.

dash with a mark of 6.43, missed
setting a new long-jump record at
the Invitationals by just two inches
with a jump of 23.75 feet, while
passing on two jumps because of
scheduling conflicts and finished
third in the 200-meters to round
out his performance. If anyone de
served the tro
phy it was Ruiz
based on his
outstanding
overall perfor
mance.
Not that
Ruiz was the
only MSC track
and field team
m em ber
to
m ake
this
w e e k e n d ’s
jo u rn ey
to
Brown Univer
sity a memo
rable one.
Stevens,
who was ranked
89th in the
world in the 400
meters by Track

and
Field
Magazine last
month and has
qualified provi
sionally for the
Olympics, was
also in the hunt for the Alden Cup.
With outstanding perfor
mances in the 400-meters and 200-

Ruiz continued his season of excellence last
weekend at the Alden Invitationals.
performance this past weekend?
Take a glance at these numbers if
you will. He won the 55-meter

meters, Stevens was the pacesetter
in both events. With times of 48.89
and 22.40 in the 400 and 200meter events respectively, Stevens
took first in both races and joined
Neal in leaving an indelible mark
on the crowd at Brown.
There is an old saying in
sports that "speed kills" and if this
were true then Ruiz and Stevens
would be on trial for murder with
teammate Wayne Dennis next on
the judge’s docket.
Dennis won the 800 meters
with a time of 1:56.30, but how he
won the race was the real story.
According to head coach John
Blanton, it looked as though Den
nis was “shot out of a cannon with
50 meters to go.”
Add the stunning perfor
mance by Dennis to the accom
plishments of Ruiz and Stevens,
and it is easy to see why Reebok
may be contacting all three for a
future endorsement contract a la
Dan and Dave. This time they’ll
have to expand the commercial to
account for three athletes.
Not that the entire weekend
was set aside for individual tri
umph as the previous part of this
article may have lead you to be
lieve.
The Red Hawks are first and
foremost a team and don’t let any
one tell you differently.
The men’s 1600-meterrelay
team of Jenabu Williams, Stevens,

E rnest W illiam s and Jacinto
Alayon sought to steal some of
their teammates thunder by run
ning close to perfectly taking sec
ond in their event. Look for good
performances in future meets from
these athletes. Individually each is
superb, but as a team they have the
chance to attain greatness.
Blanton is overwhelmed
with the growth the men’s team
has exhibited thus far in the season
and hopes that some of it may nib
off onto his talent-laden women’s
team, led by All-American Sharon
Undo and Shantay Brame.
Thus far the women's team
hasn’t reached the lofty goals it set
for itself at the onset of the season.
Brame and Lindo both ran strong
races this past weekend, but their
talent suggests much stronger per
formances in the upcoming weeks.
Lindo placed third in the 200meter and fourth in the 400-meter,
while Brame finished fourth in the
55-meter dash with a time of 7.46
and fifth in the 200-meters.
Blanton feels that the two
m ay be feeling undue pressure from
the fact that several members of
last year's team are missing and the
two feel that they must carry the
team on their shoulders.
When asked if he could have
one wish, Blanton responded rather
quickly, “I want the old Shantay
and the old Sharon back forthe rest
of the season.”
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Red Hawks rip
Centenary, 79-57
b y M ich ael Frasco
MSC men's basketball coach
Nick Del Tufo certainly knows the
value of a win and the effect each
one can have on his young and
inexperienced team.
After the Red Hawks 79-57
victory against first-time opponent
Centenary College (New Jersey)
Monday night at Panzer Gym, Del
Tufo relayed that message upon
evaluating his teams'performance.
"There were some good
things and some bad things I saw,"
the second-year coach said. "The
key thing in a game like this is to
come up with a win and treat it as
a learning experience."
Del Tufo was also referring
to the fact that Centenary was a
non-conference opponent and a
weaker team on paper, therefore
his team could learn a lesson when
it play s a similar teim in the future.
Indeed, "learning" is what
the Red Hawks (8-11 overall, 5-8
NJAC) season has been about.
Wins like the one against Cente
nary make the experience much
easier.
The Red Hawks were led by
the outside shooting of sophomore
guard D ean S p in o gatti, who
erupted tor a season-high 19 points,
and the inside play of junior center
Keith Hines, who added 17 points,
seven rebounds and five blocked
shots.
However, it was Spinogatti's
all-around performance that keyed
the Red Hawk victory. When he
wasn't sinking shots from the pe
rimeter, he was either rebounding
(six) or dishing the ball off (five
assists).
Spinogatti stepped up and
produced when MSC needed an
other go-to player, because its lead
ing scorer, Lee Mullins seemed
lethargic and was not a factor in the
game's outcome.
"We needed a win tonight
and we came out prepared to play,"
Spinogatti said. "Tonight I wanted
to come out and shoot some jump
ers and see what happened," he
added.
The 6'1" Spinogatti hasn't
been getting major minutes as of
late, but was ready to contribute
and knew his time would come.
His time came in the first
half of the Centenary game.
The Freehold native nailed
his first three attempts from threepoint range to help the Red Hawks
get out to a 23-12 lead.
MSC then used some bal
anced scoring throughout the rest
of the half, going on a 16-9 run, to
create a 36-21 margin at the inter
mission.

Centenary forward Kevin
Boswell kept his team from being
completely blown out in the first
half by scoring eight points.
In fact, Boswell was the only
bright spot for the Cyclones (5-16)
as he netted a game-high 28 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds.
Boswell's four points led a
10-0 Centenary run, which began
at 15:47 ofthe second half, to move
the Cyclones within five points
(42-37) of MSC. Boswell then
gave the Red Hawks a scare with
about 10 minutes left, as his two
free throws cut the MSC lead to
48-45.
The Red Hawks had an an
swer. They built their lead back up
to 57-50 with 6:18 left, but the
Cyclones were still within striking
distance. Then Centenary's An
drew G reen alm ost singlehandedly took his team out of the
game.
Green, a senior guard, was
upset about a foul that was called
on him and proceeded to whip the
ball down the otherend of the court
and almost out of Panzer Gym.
His actions caused him to be
slapped with a technical foul.
Spinogotti, the foul victim,
was sent to the line for four free
throws (two for the foul and two
for the technical). He calmly hit all
four shots to give MSC a 61-50
lead.
The Red Hawks retained
possession ofthe ball afterthe tech
nical, as die rule states, and scored
on a lay-up by sophomore forward
Chris Jackson to make it 63-50
with just 5:34 left.
Jackson scored six more
points for MSC in the final min
utes to ice an important victory.
Hines, who leads the NJAC
in rebounding, offered this assess
ment afterthe game. "Itwasateam
effort and we gave it 100 percent.
That’s really all you can ask for,"
he said.
Regarding his team's current
status, Del Tufo said," When you're
starting two freshm en in the
backcourt, Keith Hines (who hasn't
played in two years) and coming
off the bench with two sophmores,
it's going to take time."
"We probably should have a
better record, but we're a young
and inexperienced team that is still
learning to play together," added
Del Tufo.
R E D H A W K
NOTES.... Going into the Cenienary game, MSC was ranked sixth
nationally in defensive field goal
percentage and first in the NJAC in
defense (points allow ed per
game).... MSC’s eight wins is the
most by the program since the
1985-86 team that finished 13-12.

Junior Keith Hines goes up strong for two o f his 1 7 points in Monday night's victory over Centenary.

Opalka sinks the competition as
women's team finishes the season
b y Karen P lum atead
The women’s season comes
to a close and the team members
have a reason to rejoice.
In the words o f assistant
coach Tim O ’Connor, "Personal
bests are hard to achieve at the
college level, but the women all
performed their best times o f the
season recently."
The Metropolitan competi
tion proved to be a real challenge
for the wom en's team. Three
women displayed excellent over
all times. Junior Marianna Krivak

placed fourth in the 100 and 200yardbreaststroke eventswith times
o f 1.11.00 and 2.37.02.
S tar freshm an M ichele
Opalka broke the MSC record in
the 400-yard individual medley
with a time of 5.04.00 whichwas
good for fifth place.
S en io r Y ardena Yadin
placed eighth in the 200-yard
freestyle race with a time of
2.07.04.
MSC also placed fifth in the
400-mcter freestyle event.
Krivak, Rebecca Golden,

Opalka and Yardin raced to die
finish and came up with their best
time of 3,58.05.
O’Connor stated, "All the
swimmers hit their taper (times)
perfectly.”
The women swimmersdedicated the meets to their head coach
Brian McGloughlin, who has taken
a leave of absence due to illness.
With the 1992-93 season
behind them, the MSC women now
look to the future. They hope for a
bigger recruitment to strengthen
their team they call a family.

